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-----Original Message----- 
From: Edith Borie [mailto:e.borie@congstar.de]  
Sent: Friday, October 25, 2013 5:12 AM 
To: RulemakingComments Resource 
Subject: Docket ID No. NRC-2012-0246 
 
Please require that  radioactive waste be removed from spent fuel pools and stored on-site in protected casks, 
until long-term storage can be completed. 
In the absence of a long term repository for the nation's high level nuclear waste, the waste will continue to be 
stored onsite at the nation's operating and shut down reactor sites A federal judge has ruled that the NRC's 
existing waste confidence decision is invalid in large part because of legitimate concerns about the potential 
environmental consequences in the event of a radiological release.  For this reason, numerous independent 
experts have recommended the accelerated transfer of spent radioactive fuel from densely packed pools at 
reactor sites to much safer, more secure dry cask storage. 
Because these casks don't require electricity to cool the waste, they are far less vulnerable -- from severe 
weather, seismic events or terrorist attacks -- and therefore much less likely to result in a major release of 
radioactivity which would have potentially devastating human AND environmental consequences. 
In Fukushima, tens of thousands of Japanese have been displaced from their homes and businesses -- and 
their lives and livelihoods severely impacted, because radioactive fuel waste was stored in pools and could not 
be cooled when the electricity went off. 
 
  The tens of millions of Americans who live near these de facto nuclear waste sites deserve to know that 
everything that can be done to minimize the risks to them is being done. 
 
he NRC's claims that there is no real safety difference between wet or dry storage -- only because they make 
the mistake of assuming that an unlikely event will never happen. 
  Everyday, we are reminded that the improbable is becoming more probable -- severe storms like Hurricane 
Sandy, deadly hurricanes, tsunamis -- as a result of global warming.  Assuming a bad event won't happen is 
the height of irresponsibility and runs counter to the NRC's primary mission of protecting public safety. 
The NRC is currently revising its waste confidence rule as required and in so doing it should stress that it will 
enact policies that will require reactor owners to thinning out spent fuel pools as quickly as possible after the 
fuel is cool enough to do so. 
 
Dr. Edith Borie 
Friedrich-Naumann-Str. 109 
Karlsruhe, Germany, 76187 
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(an American citizen living abroad, with many relatives living near nuclear power plants in the United States) 
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